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Abstract 
This paper describes the influence of Multiple Access (MA) 
interference on the performance of a non-cohcrcnt hybrid Di- 
rect Sequence Fast Frequency Hopping SSMA Communica- 
tion system applying FSK-modulation. The MA-interference 
plays an important role in determining the total interference in 
a Spread Spectrum system, especially in a non-cellularenviron- 
ment, where Power Control is hardly possiblc. A cross correla- 
tion factor which is directly responsible for this interference is 
derived. Using this factor, a comparison bctween slow and fast 
frequency hopping (both in combination with dircct scqucnce) 
is made. At the end two scu of Kasami codes arc sclcctcd which 
offer a good performance. 

1 Introduction 

This paper deals with a hybrid Direct Sequence, Fast Frequency 
Hop system in a non-cellular environment. Whcreas most publi- 
cations so far ([l, 21 and othcrs) put emphasis on long hopping- 
patterns, we focus on short sequcnces resulting in less bandwidth 
occupancy. We also assume a spatial distributionof uscrs which 
results in a non-equal power rcccption for difkrcnt uscrs. 

A non-cellular environment leads to a point-to-point coininuni- 
cation system withouta base station. This is a more flexible and 
less expensive method than the cellular approach, but inhibits 
power control, playing a key role in reducing the Near-Far effect 
[3,4]. The hybrid DS/FFH technique is applied 10 both beat the 
Near-Far effect and to relain the advantages of Direct Sequence: 
Jamming rejection, fading rejection and Security. 

PN-sequence of length N is combined with the data signal (see 
figure 1 where NFH = 5).  Applying Fast Frequency Hopping 
(FFH) requires a wider bandwidth than Slow Frequency Hop- 
ping (SFH). This increase however, is marginal compared to the 
enormous bandwidth already in use. 
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Figure 1: DS/FFH Spreading scheme 

Since the FH-s uence and the PN-codes are coupled. every 
rccciver is iden3ed by a combination of an FH-sequence and 
SF,, PN-codes. To limit the probability that two users share 
the same frequency channel simullaneously, frequency-hop se- 
qucnccs are chosen in such a way that two transmitters with 
different FH-sequences share at most two frequencies at the 
same time in one bit-period (asynchronous transmission). 

Applying several frequency hops within each databit disqualifies 
modulation by some kind of Phase Shift Keyin . PSK is also 
quite susceptible to channel distortions. An F& modulation 
scheme is therefore chosen. 

IncaseofpureDS allcodesaretransinittedinthesamefrequency 
slot, so the codes will correlate completely. In the DS/FFH 

2 System Model case, Iwosubsequentcodesaretransmitted in different frequency 
slots, so those codes do correlate only partially. In figure 2 this 

2.1 DS/FFH Spread Spectrum technique is shown in more delail. 

The DSFFH Spread Spectrum technique coinbines the advan- The DS/FFH SSMA system model that will be considered is 
lagcs of the direct-sequence and frequency-hopping sprcading shown in figure 3. 
techniques while compensating for the others. Each dam bit is 
divided over a number (A'FH) of frequency-hop channels (car- Suppose there are li active users, one of them, user i. being the 
rier frequencies). In each frequency-hop channel a complete reference user. The other I< - 1 users muse MA-interference. 
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Here '#k = 61. + w,rk. rk is the delay of the k-th user ( rc is 
defined to be positive if user i is delayed with regard to user k). 

continuous time partial cross correlation funchon defined by: 

11 

12 

13 

So rI. can vary between -Th and Th. n(t) is the channel noise, 
COS(. . .) denotes the same cos-term in (2) ?nd Rr,i(st) is a 

Interfering user: 

Figure 2: OS versus DS/FFH 7.2 

~ k , i ( o )  = l,, ar(f + rr;)ai(t)dt (4) 

':=*I B h , ,  In (rk1,rI.Z) the DS-case is the there time are that two two correlation users i and terms L [6]. share The the.same interval 

frequency-hop channel. r k l  and ru  are related to Q in the 
following way (see also figure 2): 

*I uul 
11 

r k  50 
Figure 3: DS/FFH system model 

The data signal, 6 k ( t ) ,  is a polar bit strwm of uni t  amplitude. 
with a duration Tb. This signal is FSK-modulated. The FSK- 
spacing is AFSK. U&( t )  is the waveform of the PN-code, also 
a sequence of polar bits with unit amplitudc, with duration T .  
If we denote by d k ( f )  thc squcnce (-v + f ,  -* + 
l ~ , . . . , ~  - i)  of duration'/;, = .\'/: = ./;,/.\,,//, thc 
tnnsmitwd signal of thc I.-th user is: 

rk +Th, rk 5 0 

If -p, 5 /T, 5 q. 5 ( /  + 1)T, 5 Th ,I being an integer, this 
corrclation functioncan be writtcnas: 

R k , , ( n )  = C ' k J l )  { ( I  + 1)T, - Q) 
+ c ~ , ; ( I +  l)(rk - ITC)  ( 5 )  

s h ( t )  = m S ; l l { ( d , .  + d k ( f ) b F H  

CL.;(/) is the discrete aperiodic cross correlation function [71: 1 
2 + - b r . ( t ) A ~ s i i  )f + : a & ( ! )  + B I . }  

1 - N 5 I < 0 

111 2 A' 
j =O 

AF/, is the frequency-hop spacing. Pis thecommon transmitted 
power, w c  the center-frequency and 01 the phasc of the k-th 
carrier. 

For the time being we assume that collision betwccn the k-th 
and the i-th user in one frequency-hop channel always occurs. 
Later thiscan becorrected by evaluating the hit chance [ 5 ] .  The 
FH-spacing is chosen so that double frcqucncy tcrms can be 
rcmoved after modulation ( A F ~ ,  >> 7;:'). 

The rcceived signal is now: 

MA-interference parameter 
In an expression for the meaSure of the MA- 
interference is derived. We use results from [6] and [8] extended 
to a DS/FFH SSMA system. 

In this approach phase shifls and time dclays are treated as inde- 

a good set of PN-codes. the only interference considered is MA- 
interference. @, and r, are assumed to be O. 

The desired signal component of 2; is now m T h  while 
the variance of the MA-component of 2, is (under Gaussian 
assumption): 

IC pendent random variables. As we are only interested in choosing 

(2) 
I f f )  = ~ ~ < I 1 ( / ) C O S { ( & +  

k=1 
~ ~ ( / ) A F . H  + ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) A F . s I ; ) / )  + n ( f )  

A correlation receiver, synchronized with user i ,  responds to 
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As r can take values between -T, and 7;. T is integrated over 
the corresponding interval. Substituting R ~ . , ( T )  from ( 5 )  and 
evaluating the integral gives: 

where: 

After some calculation we lind for the mcan and variance of 
P I  . I :  

I 'nT[pk, , ]  = 6.V' - 5 . v  + 2.Y ( 9 )  

Interesting to mention is the relation betwecn this factor and 
the n,i-factor from [61: = rl: i - 1. Since the pk,;-term 
is directly responsible for the MAhtcrferencc in a D S m H  
system, proper PN-codes can bc selected on the basis of this 
term. 

Assuming the mean value for p ~ . . i .  the resulting signal to inter- 
ference ratio (S / I )  becomes: 

Here Ea li is the received encrgy per bit for the 1."' transmitter. 
NO is thesingle-sided spectral noise density,and A' is thenumbcr 
of users which share together with the refcrence user the same 
frequency hop channel at the same time (they have a hit). 

In this formula we did not account for the divcrsity which is 
inherent to fast frequency hopping. As only one bit is transmitted 
in NFJI frequency slots, it is possible todetect all frequency hops 
separately and then make a majority vote, applying this strategy 
yields an enhanced performance. 

When applying majority voting the signal to interference ratio 
(per frequency hop) changes: 

Here Eh is the energy per frequency hop. 

Onc last remark is to be made. In the derivation of the signal to 
intcrfercnce ratio the signals are assumed to be Gaussian, this 
assumption is only valid for either long PN-codes or a large 
number of users. Simulations show that for a F H - p a l p  with 
maximal two hits and a PN-code length of 63.2 interfenng users 
(equal power) justify this assumption. 

4 FFH versus SFH 

This section provides a comparison the performance of DS/FFH 
and DS/SFH systems, on the basis of the same bandwidth occu- 
pancy. As this section is only meant as an illustration, we will 
not go into derail but give references instead. 

Forp~,iavalueof2N2ischosen(E[p~,,] = 2NZ-1),insection 
5 will be shown that sets of PN-codes can be found which have 
2:Y2 as an upper bound. For A'FH we chose a value of 7. Now 
there are 6 sequences possible with a length of 7 which share 
maximally two frequencies simultaneously during 1 hop-time 
(random time shift). For the DS-spreading the PN-code length 
is 63. 

The chance that two transmitters share the Same frequency slot 
simultaneously (h) is evaluated in [ l ]  and is equal to I / q  in 
the FFH-case, q being the number of frequency-hop channels. 
For the SFH case we find the following formula: 

with A r b  equal to the number of bits per hop 

For the S/I-ratio the formula by Pursley will be used [61 (The 
I ' ~  ,-factor will also be approximated by its mean: 2NZ): 

As no power control is assumed an assumption towards the 
spatial distribution of the users is to be made. For this we will 
use the log-normal distribution function motivated in [91: 

Here I;'(r)  is the number of interfering users per unit distance 
at a distance T.  si is a parameter which determines the sha of 
the distribution, this parameter is chosen to have a value oR.7. 

The power is expected to decrease as a function of the normalized 
distance: P(  1.) - I.-@, for pa typical valueof 3 hasbeenchosen. 
The reference user is assumed U) have a normalized dlstance 
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of users 

1' = 0.7 to the receiver. The resulting spatial distribution for 50 
users is shown in figure 4.  

The channel is assumed to have Rayleigh fading, so the relation 
between the S/I-ratio ( 7 )  and the Bit Error Rate for the FSK 
modulation scheme is given by [lo]: 

w m 

0 1  

0 01 

SFH 

SFH 

......... 

- .. --:I ~ . .  

f i  ure 5: BER as a function of I:b/.\o for both SFH and 
FPH, no diversity 

When comparing DS/FFH and DS/SFH without applying the 
divcrsity inherent to FFH both systems will pcrlorm about the 
same. There is only an advanlage of using FFH over SFH i f  .Yt,, 
the number of bits per frequency hop. is limited. A limitation on 
this point can be inuoduced by an applied error correcting codc 
(and so by the amount of memory in the receiver). In hgure 
5 thc BER versus Ea/:\u curves arc drawn lor SFH ( .Vh = IO) 
and FFH, in this example '1 and :\f,,, havc a value o l  7. The 
numbcr of active users (li) is varicd bctwccn 1 and 5 1.  Figurc 6 
shows the influence of changing thc numhcr of hils per hop for 

More intcrcsting is thecasein which weapply diversity (majority 
voting). Results are given i n  figurc 7 for I ,  1 I, 31 ;ind 5 1 uscrs, 
11 and I Y F . ~ ,  havc a value of 7. For majority voLing i t  is assuincd 
that thc interfcrence of two successive 'hops' is indcpcndcnl 
(diffcrent frcquency channcls, pseudo-random hop-sequenccs), 
this is not uue in the DS/SFH CBSC. 

DS/SFH ( I<  = 31, (1 = .Y(, = 7). 

5 

In section 3 a measure was derived lor thc MA-interference in a 
DS/FFH SSC system. This measure will I'unction as a criterion 

Finding a proper set of PN-codes 

I SFH SFH R-31 K-31 Nb-IO Nb-l - 
SFH-R-31 R b t O O  h FF't.K-31 

Figure 6: influence of Na for Slow Frequency Hopping 

Figure 7: BER as a function of the S/N-ratio for FFH 
exploiting diversity 

to select a proper se1 of PN-codes. Except for a low cross- 
corrclation lactor the codes also have to meet the "balance"- 
property: the difference between the number of ones and zeros 
In the codc may only be I .  This last requirement stands for 
good spectral density properties. Candidates are codes from 
the large set of Kasami codes, the code-length is chosen to be 
63. In [ 111 also code-set selections can be found, candidates 
here are the Gold codes and the small set of Kasami codes. the 
"balance"-criterion is not met in that case. 

Kasami codes in the large set are created by combination of 3 
m-scquenees [8, 121: 

Here t i  and 1 '  are m-sequences of length: N = 2'b - 1 (n even) 
which lorm a preferred pair 1131. ti '  is a m-sequence resulting 
after decimation the iwxde with a value 2"/2 + 1. T denotes a 
dclay of one element, k is the offset of the u-code with respect 
to the (1-code and 1 1 2  is the offset of the tu-code with respect to 
thc 11-code. Offsets are relative to the all-ones state. 

Thenotation lrom(l6) will beused forKasami-codesofthelarge 
set with I I  = 6 (:\I = 63) ,  II is the m-sequence with fcedbacks 
(6.1) and 1' is the m-sequence with feedbacks (6,5,2,1). 

To calculate the total MA-interference in a SSC system, we 
have to know the pk,,-factor of each code combination used. 
Thc mean-value of this term IS 2 N 2  - 1, as a selection-criterion 
we require that for all code combinations in the set the pk,,-factor 
has a value less than this mean ( p r . ,  < 2?Vz - 1). 
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k u s ( n , k , m )  = 

71 . T” I ’  . T”’ 111, 

0 5 k 5 2“ - 2 , o  5 111 5 2”/2 - 2 
U ’ 7‘”’ W .  (sn1crll s e t )  

k = 2” - 1 , o  5 111 5 211’2 - 2 
11 . T“‘ 111, 

k = 2 ” , 0  < n1 5 2”fZ - 2  
it . T* U .  (Go;/ codes) 

0 5 k 5 2” - 2.111 = 2“/2 - 1 
v,  ( in  - aeqlienre) 

k = 2” - I ,  m = 2“/2 - 1 
U ,  (in - sequence) 

k = 2”,111 = 2“/2 A 1 , 
(16) 

LetuslookatasetofPN-codes with pr.,,-factorsbelow2N2- 1. 
The PN-codes in this example have length 63, so there are 520 
possible PN-codes 181. It appeared that among these 520 codes 
only 241 codes are balanced, these 24 1 balanced Fodes are laken 
as a candidate set. 

I t  turncd out that thcrc arc two scts. cach conklining 17 PN- 
codcs, for which all p*.,-factors have valucs bclow 2.2”. Thcsc 
seis are shown in the tablcs 1 and 2. 

Table 1: set of fN-codes with p I  < 2.Y2 - 1 w ~ t h  .Y = 63 

. . .  . . .  

Table 2: set of fN-codes with pI , < 2.v2 - 1 with .Y = 63 

To determine the number of addresses which can be formed 
with ihese sets of codes. recall thai if there arc (.\.H + 1) FH- 
channels available, i\”n FH-sequences can hc formed. Another 
constraint is that one user address uses IVFI, different PN-codes 
(to avoid the case that two addresses have thc frequency-hop 
sequence as well as more than one PN-codc in common). When 
N, = 17 (number of codes in a codc set) the rcsulting numbcr 
of addresses is then about 8 IO6. 

6 Conclusions 
To be able to reduce the MA-interfcrencc in a DS/FFH SSMA 
communication system a critcrion for choosing scts of PN-codes 
was provided. First a factor ( p k , i )  is derived which is directly 
responsible for the MA-interTerence in DS/FFH SSMA systems. 
Comparing this factor with a corresponding factor in a DS/SFH 
or DS SSC system [6] it appears that. if no diversity is applied, 
DS/FFHsystemsonlyoutperformsDS/SFH if thenumbcrorbits 
per hop in the latter case is limited. However when exploiting 
the diversity inherent to Fast Frequency Hopping, the DS/FFH 

system pcrforms much better. This is illustrated by BER versus 

In most applications a lot of users have to be allowed in the 
system. In such a case the Bit Error Rate is almost totally 
dctcrmined by the MA-interference. Th~s makes selecting sets 
of PN-codes with good cross-correlation properties necessary. 
The sets presented in section 5 are the proper sets to use under 
these circumstances. 
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